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Our Story

� Viva Marketing Pvt Ltd is a leading shirt 
manufacturing company situated in 
Bulawayo Zimbabwe, established in1994. 
In order to meet the demand of such a 
wide cross-section of needs we have 
invested in state of the art equipment to 
bring about an excellent quality and 
remain competitive.



Service offering
� Our range consists of various fits such as regular, slim and tailored. 

We have different options available on collars and cuffs to suit the 
required style. We are able to convert shirting  material to any 
desired design. Our fabrics compose of 100% cotton, 65/35 and 
45/55 polycotton, Poly viscose, checked fabrics,  printed, dobby 
designs, chambray  and oxfords. Our customer base is also very 
wide, supplying many reputable chains in the country e.g. Edgars, Jet 
and Truworths just to mention a few. We produce corporate wear 
for Banks and other government  institutions. 

� As per our mission statement we ensure that we produce to satisfy 
our customer.  At the present moment our raw material are 
imported from China and India.  Viva Marketing has a dynamic 
highly skilled team with a capacity to produce  20000 shirts per 
month, we have the following machines just to name a few.



� Brother plain machines
� Brother button sew machines
� Double needle Brother machines
� Buttonhole Brother machine
� Plain Tomsew
� Hashima fusing machines
� Luna press pressing machine
� Kansai fronting machine
� Auto electric collar turning machine
� Pneumatic shirt folding table
� Vacuum ironing tables [Macpi]
� Brother edge trimmer
� Brother fronting machine
� Pegasus overlock machines



Social Compliance
� There is absolute transparency when it comes to our documents 

e.g. contracts of employment, we adhere to the rules and 
regulations that governs our industry. On our social compliance we 
have National Social Security Authority that governs our social 
responsibilities.

� All our workers go through an induction course where we inform 
them on company policy as well as our wage structure and working 
conditions. The wage structure we follow is regulated by our 
national clothing employment council. There is an accident 
prevention and workers compensation scheme S.I 68/1990. 

� We have a pension fund as well as National Social Security 
Authority which the employees contribute to monthly ,however 
the company contributes a higher percentage. Zimdef offers their 
service by assisting us in getting our employees skill base through 
training.



Vision

� To manufacture excellent designer shirts.



Mission Statement

� To be a unique and remarkable shirt 
manufacturer, giving the customer 
120% satisfaction.



Our Core Values

� Integrity
� Transparency
� Excellency
� Efficiency
� Creativity










